New technologies in scanning probe microscopy for studying molecular interactions in cells.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a specialised form of scanning probe microscopy, which was invented by Binnig and colleagues in 1986. Since then, AFM has been increasingly used to study biomedical problems. Because of its high resolution, AFM has been used to examine the topography or shape of surfaces, such as during the molecular imaging of proteins. This, combined with the ability to operate under known force regimes, makes AFM technology particularly useful for measuring intermolecular bond forces and assessing the mechanical properties of biological materials. Many of the constraints (e.g. complex instrumentation, slow acquisition speeds and poor vertical range) that previously limited the use of AFM in cell biology are now beginning to be resolved. Technological advances will enable AFM to challenge both confocal laser scanning microscopy and scanning electron microscopy as a method for carrying out three-dimensional imaging. Its use as both a precise micro-manipulator and a measurement tool will probably result in many novel and exciting applications in the future. In this article, we have reviewed some of the current biological applications of AFM, and illustrated these applications using studies of the cell biology of bone and integrin-mediated adhesion.